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Personal Wellness
Length

Essential Skills

Length
Variable

All essential skills

Prerequisities
None

Course Description
Personal wellness has to do with one’s quality of life—it is a state or condition of being healthy and sound in mind (mental
wellness), body (physical wellness), emotion (emotional wellness) and spirit (spiritual wellness). Wellness of any kind
doesn’t happen all by itself. Rather, wellness is the result of conscious effort, good choices, positive behaviours, and skills,
knowledge and attitudes that maintain and enhance wellness as well as helping to prevent and recover from illness.
In addition to the First Nations dimensions (mental, physical, emotional and spiritual), one can address and work on the
following dimensions as they relate to a particular individual: social, occupational, financial, environmental, medical. Note
that these additional dimensions can be considered to be components of the First Nations dimensions.
In this course participants look at the concept and dimensions of wellness through a process that will:
1. Explore mental wellness.
2. Explore physical wellness.
3. Explore emotional wellness.
4. Explore spiritual wellness.
5. Explore other forms of wellness.
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Skill Statement
Demonstrate understanding of the nature and value of
wellness choices and behaviours.

Implementing Environment

Skill Component 1: Explore mental wellness.
Performance Criteria
1.1
Express understanding of the value of mental wellness.
1.2
Demonstrate awareness of strategies to enhance mental wellness.
1.3
Adopt behaviours to enhance mental wellness.
1.4
Update knowledge of approaches to strengthen mental wellness.

Skill Component 2: Explore physical wellness.
Performance Criteria
2.1
Express understanding of the value of physical wellness.
2.2
Demonstrate awareness of strategies to enhance physical wellness.
2.3
Adopt behaviours to enhance physical wellness.
2.4
Update knowledge of approaches to strengthen physical wellness.

Skill Component 3: Explore emotional wellness.
Performance Criteria
3.1
Express understanding of the value of emotional wellness.
3.2.
Demonstrate awareness of strategies to enhance emotional wellness.
3.3
Adopt behaviours to enhance emotional wellness.
3.4
Update knowledge of approaches to strengthen emotional wellness.
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Skill Component 4: Explore spiritual wellness.
Performance Criteria
4.1
Express understanding of the value of spiritual wellness.
4.2.
Demonstrate awareness of strategies to enhance spiritual wellness.
4.3
Adopt behaviours to enhance spiritual wellness.
4.4
Update knowledge of approaches to strengthen spiritual wellness.

Skill Component 5: Explore other forms (dimensions) of wellness.
Performance Criteria
5.1
Identify other forms or dimensions of wellness.
5.2
Express understanding of their value.
5.3
Demonstrate awareness of strategies to enhance their value.
5.4
Adopt behaviours to enhance their value.
5.5
Update knowledge of approaches to strengthen their value.
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Lesson Plan

Health AND
Wellness
Objective:
To identify and explore dimensions of personal well being.

Time:
20 Hours

Materials:
Self -Test: Measuring Your Heatlh

Instructions:
1.

Brainstorm with the participants what comes to their minds when they think of
health and well-being. Introduce the dimensions of wellness decribed in the skill
components (mental, physical, emotional, spiritual). Ask participants to identify
any other dimensions.

2.

Ask participants to complete the Self -Test: Measuring Your Heatlh.

3.

Discuss the four categories of health identified in Self -Test: Measuring Your
Heatlh—stress management, food choice, physical activity and habits.

4.

Have the participants form smaller working groups each focusing on one of the
four aspects. Have them discuss problems as well as potential suggestions to
work at change in their topic area. Allow each group time toa quick report back
to the large group of the ideas that they have come up with.
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Lesson Plan

Health AND
Wellness
5.

Have participants choose an area of their health and well-being that they would
like to consider making changes to. Refer them to Making a Change to Your
Health and Wellness and suggest that they each work at this strategy for change.
While this work is individually focused, the small groups should provide ideas
as well as support for its members.

Note: A possible idea for ongoing projects would be to allow students time to research
recommendations to change aspects of health.
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Backgrounder

The 3 A’s
The Three A’s
Physical health and emotional well-being are essential in finding
employment. Without them we are neither motivated or able to find work,
let alone keep the job. Furthermore, without projecting a message of
personal wellness, few employers will be open to hiring someone who
“just doesn’t have it.”
It’s been said that working towards improving our health and well-being
requires a method of approaching change.

The three steps to acquiring lifestyle change are
often called the 3 A’s”:
Awareness
Acceptance
Adjustment
These are the three stages that can create a desired change in our lives. The
three stages proceed in an orderly way:

Step 1. Awareness
It means knowing about your current attitudes, habits, and beliefs
about health. Knowing what your health goals are, and then knowing
how to begin ways to achieve these goals.
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Backgrounder

The 3 A’s
Step 2. Acceptance
It involves self-acceptance, a non-judgmental attitude about yourself
and your present health habits. It also involves choosing a method of
change that is acceptable to you, and accepting the process of change.

Step 3. Adjustment
It involves making the changes that will assist you in becoming
healthier.
Let’s look at four components to a healthy lifestyle: stress, nutrition,
physical activity, and habits.
Of course working towards wellness involves a sense of selfresponsibility—the idea that the power to make positive changes has to
come from yourself. No one else can do it for you.
Much like achieving a successful career change, a positive sense of
purpose and self-responsibility will enable you to take charge in
improving your health and wellness.

Good Health
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•

Self-responsibility

•

Stress management

•

Good Habits

•

Physical activity

•

Good food choices
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Self-Test

MEASURING YOUR HEALTH
A Self-Assessment
On the following pages there are a number of factors related
to health and wellness. Please answer with the letter that
best depicts your present situation:
1. Has this never been a problem for you?
.......................If yes, answer A
2. Are you aware that this is a current
problem for you?
.......................If yes, answer B
3. If you are aware that this is a problem for
you, do you want to make changes in your
life?
.......................If yes, answer C
4. If you are aware that this is a problem and
you want to make changes, do you know
acceptable ways to make these changes?
.......................If yes, answer D
5. If this is a problem for you, are you currently
in the process of making changes to this
problem?
.......................If yes, answer E

6. If this issue no longer a problem for you?
.......................If yes, answer F
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MEASURING YOUR HEALTH
A. Stress Management
Stress results whenever a person must adjust to change, whether positive
or negative. Although the life challenges inducing stress are important for
a meaningful existence, the level of stress sometimes becomes excessive.
Chronically high stress produces changes in bodily functioning, which can
encourage disease. Managing stress is crucial to keeping your body and
mind healthy.
Do you find your life filled with too many stressor–the things which cause
you to feel stressed?
Physical Stressors:
_____ Do you tend to have inadequate sleep?
_____ Do you smoke?
_____ Do you tend to overeat or under eat?
_____ Do you overuse caffeine?
_____ Do you regularly drink and/or use other drugs?
_____ Other……. _________________________________
_________________________________
Mental Stressors
_____ Do you tend to be pessimistic?
_____ Do you tend to be frustrated?
_____ Do you tend to be anxious?
_____ Do you tend to be bored?
_____ Other…..
_________________________________
_________________________________
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MEASURING YOUR HEALTH
Environmental Stressors
_____ Do you have inadequate housing?
_____ Are you experiencing a lack of employment opportunities?
_____ Do you have financial concerns?
_____ Have you recently had stressors in your social life?
(e.g., death in the family or divorce)
_____ Do you have stressors within your community? (e.g.,
problems with the neighbours, bad water)

B. Food Choices
There is a wealth of information available telling us what we should and
should not eat. Television commercials push the easy to prepare 5-minute
dinner or the light nutritious snack. Nutritionists tell us we are placing
ourselves at risk with the average North American diet. In general, the
consequences of a poor diet can cause us a variety of problems: less
energy, obesity, and ill health.
Do you find your diet to be less than what is considered healthy and
balanced?
_____ Do you tend to overeat?
_____ Do you tend to undereat?
_____ Do you eat enough fibre?
_____ Do tend to eat too much fat?
_____ Do you tend to eat too much sugar?
_____ Do tend to consume too much salty foods?
_____ Do you tend to choose an imbalanced diet?
_____ Do you not follow Canada’s Food Guide?
_____ Other…….
_________________________________
_________________________________
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MEASURING YOUR HEALTH
C. Physical Activity
Physical activity can contribute to your overall feeling of well-being. It
can help you manage stress, stimulate your body’s function, give you
stamina and strength, and can give you a sense of satisfaction. It is also a
great activity to do with friends and family. Many researchers suggest it is
an essential component in a healthy lifestyle.
_____ Do you neglect to incorporate physical exercise into your
regular weekly routine?
_____ Other…..
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MEASURING YOUR HEALTH
D. Habits
Many of us have habits than can interfere with our goals for improved
well-being. This section flags potential problem areas that can get in the
way of enjoying life.
Do you have any habits that tend to interfere with your well-being, or
interrupt achieving your life plans?
_____ Do you tend to consume too much caffeine (coffee, tea,
colas, cocoa)?
_____ Do you smoke?
_____ Do you drink alcohol more than occasionally?
_____ Do you consume other non-medical drugs?
_____ Do feel you feel you have a problem with your use of
prescribed or non-prescribed medications?
_____ Do you tend to spend too much time or money on any other
habit or hobby? If yes, what is this:
_____ Other…….

_________________________________
_________________________________
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Making a Change to
Your Health and Wellness
Making Changes To Your Health & Wellness
You may want to consider ways to make changes to your health and
wellness. Talk it over with someone you trust and do some background
reading.
A health goal, whether it be quitting smoking or doing some regular
exercise, needs to be concrete. As well, you also need to be clear why
you’re doing this. Finally, given all the other goals you may have in life,
you may need to determine its specific priority in your life.
Once you have decided what changes you want to make, ensure you make
goals for yourself. Break your goals down into smaller pieces:
Specific

What? How? When? Where? With whom? How long?

Measurable Will I know when it’s done?
Acceptable

Will I feel good about doing this?

Realistic

Am I able to do this?

Truthful

Do I really want to do this?

Consider making a chart detailing your plan.
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Making a Change
Goal: describe the change you want to make.

I will achieve this by …….(date)
How? ____________________________________
When? ___________________________________
Where?___________________________________
With whom? ______________________________
How long? ________________________________

Checklist
Is my plan:

❏ Specific
❏ Measurable
❏ Acceptable
❏ Realistic
❏ Truthful
Roadblocks

My strengths and assets that will
help me succeed:
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________

Solutions

No real commitment

Make a commitment

No social support

Create support

Negative self talk

Positive self talk

Lack of planning

Realistic planning

Lack of time

Time management

Losing interest

Boost your interest

Hitting a temporary plateau

Relax and enjoy

Having a slip

Learn and revise

Fear of failure

Visualize the healthier you

In review: What worked? What didn’t?
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SELF-REFLECTION
Rate your responses to each statement by assigning
one of four numbers to each statement where:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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is not at all
a little
quite a bit
a lot

❏

How understood and listened to did you feel in the group?

❏

How much influence do you feel you had on the group’s
decision?

❏

How committed do you feel to the decision your group made?

❏

How much responsibility for making the decision work do you
feel?

❏

How satisfied do you feel with the amount and quality of your
participation in reaching the group decision?

❏

Write one adjective that describes the group’s atmosphere during
the decision-making.
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Lesson Plan

Brainstorming
AND PROBLEM-SOLVING
Objective:
To provide participants with brainstorming and problem-solving tools to
help them navigate through life.
Time: Variable
Materials:
Backgrounder: Brainstormig, Summary of Steps in Problem-Solving
Process, and Problem Soving Worksheet.
Instructions:
1. Have participants read out loud the three documents:
Brainstorming, Summary of Steps in Problem-Solving Process,
and Problem Soving Worksheet
2. Discuss the value of these ideas.
3. Discuss the concepts of Establishing Criteria and Techniques to
Narrow the List of Options.
4. User the scenarios on the following pages or select some topics or
areas that can be explored through brainstorming and problemsolving.
Their task is not only to come up with the best solution to the
situation, but also to document how a small group was able to
work through the steps involved.
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Lesson Plan

Brainstorming
AND PROBLEM SOLVING
Scenario # 1
The 2010 NBAWES Program was so successful that it was
decided to run the program again in 2011. Four times more
people have signed up than the space allows. The project
managers have turned to this year’s participants to determine
the best way to decide admission to the program.

Scenario # 2
Edwena wants to start an interior decorating business called
Home Artistry. She already has four customers lined up.
However she needs to purchase about $3,000 in equipment
and supplies before she can start her first job. She has no
money to invest at this time. What is the best financial advice
you can give her?

Scenario # 3
Junior works for an optician and among other tasks is
responsible for all eyeglass repairs. Despite giving
appointment times to clients who call for service, many
people arrive at unexpected times. This unpredictability
causes anxiety for Junior, creates long waits for many clients,
and is generally unproductive. What would be the best
suggestion for Anil?

Scenario # 4
Helene’s two children are in grade school. Helene can attend
her college classes during the day, and still be home when her
children arrive back from school. A problem occurs when the
students have P.D. days because Helene does not have any
family members or friends who can look after the children.
Her money is very limited and she cannot keep missing her
classes whenever this occurs. What would be the best
suggestion for her?
12/18
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Lesson Plan

Brainstorming
AND PROBLEM SOLVING
5. After allowing adequate time for each small group, have the
groups present their findings. Apart from their answers ask for
feedback on how their small group process went. Were they
satisfied with how it went?
6. If time allows, instruct participants to think of a particular problem
in their life that they would like to consider working on. Have
participants pair up with a partner of their choice and allow time
for them to work through the stages of the problem-solving model.
After allowing adequate time for this small group work, reconvene
the group and conduct a short debriefing on the application of this
model.
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Backgrounder

Brainstorming
Brainstorming is the process of considering or investigating (an issue, for
example) by engaging in shared problem-solving.
In the early 1960’s, A.F. Osborn, an advertising executive devised a novel
approach to improving the quality and quantity of ideas produced by groups.
This technique, which has come to be known as brainstorming, was eagerly
embraced by working groups and rapidly became a standard tool in team
and group functioning.
The key for brainstorming is for people to suspend tendencies to judge both
their own and other people’s ideas.
According to Osborn, brainstorming groups had the potential to generate
twice as many ideas as could be generated individually.
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Backgrounder

Brainstorming
Guidelines for Effective Brainstorming:
1. Establish the topic, problem or issue under scrutiny;
2. Team members focus on the matter at hand and open themselves to
thoughts and ideas stimulated by the matter at hand.
3. Every member of the team expresses any idea that comes to mind.
4. Ideas are recorded as they appear.
5. During this outpouring of ideas, there is absolutely no attempt to
critically evaluate any of the ideas.
6. Generate as great a number of ideas as possible.
7. When a sizable list of ideas is produced, start the process of
examining, analyzing, sorting, and organizing the ideas.
8. Build new and creative solutions combining and revising these
ideas and eliminating impractical or irrelevant ideas.
In practice, brainstorming can be structured, with members of the team
contributing ideas (or passing), in a round-robin fashion.
Alternatively, brainstorming can be freeform, with ideas contributed as
they come to mind from all the members of the team.
Often teams use a combination of both structured and freeform
brainstorming.
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Backgrounder

Brainstorming
Establishing Criteria
Once the brainstorming technique has been utilized to generate a number of
creative options for solving the problem, it is necessary to begin narrowing
down the number of options to a workable number.
The first step is to establish a list of criteria against which each option can
be compared. Establishing criteria ensures that the option is suitable given
the parameters of the problem. Eliminate any options which do not meet the
demands of the various criteria.
A criterion can be an element that is a significant part of the reality
surrounding the problem and which must be respected. Some examples of
criteria are:
• Cost
• Quality
• Timing or deadline
• Safety
• Rules, regulations, legislation
• Client service
• Operational requirements.
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Summary of Steps
in the Problem-Solving Process
1. Define the problem.
2. Identify the factors that influence the problem.
3. Brainstorm possible solutions.
4. Establish criteria for selecting the best possible
solution.
5. Develop an Action Plan.
6. Implement the Action Plan.
7. Evaluate the success of the Action Plan.
8. Start the problem-solving process over if the
action plan was not successful.
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Problem-Solving Worksheet
1. Define the problem.
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2.

Identify the factors that influence the problem.

3.

Brainstorm possible solutions.

4.

Establish criteria for selecting the best possible solution.

5.

Develop an Action Plan.

6.

Implement the Action Plan.

7.

Evaluate the success of the Action Plan.6. Implement the Action

8.

Start over if the action plan was not successful.
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Backgrounder
Time Management
Clocks seem to suggest we all have 24 hours in a day. If that’s the case, how
come some of us seem to get so much accomplished, while others wonder
where the day has gone?
Taking it easy is great on holidays, but it doesn’t help out anyone with things
to accomplish. And this doesn’t just mean work. We need to set time aside
for our friends, as well as for ourselves. Time is a precious commodity and
it’s something we’ve got to manage well to do the things we want to achieve
in life.
Ultimately time management is self-management. So we need to explore our
relationship with time and how we can get things done.
Manageing time is a fact of life for everyone. How well you do is up to you.
Check this out for yourself by completing the Self-Test:Time Management.
Read the fifteen statements on the following pages and estimate how often
you do the following actions. Record your estimate in the space before each
statement using the following code:
Your choices are:
1
Never
2
Occasionally
3
Often
4
Almost All The Time
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Self-Test
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Time Management

1. I use a weekly schedule to help me keep on track.
2. I am aware of the ways I waste time.
3. I catch myself avoiding responsibilities.
4. I catch myself thinking of ways of putting off things I have to do.
5. I make sure I make time for myself each week.
6. I post a schedule of my activities in visible places.
7. I use a calendar to help me plan out my work.
8. I break big goals down into chunks to make them easier to accomplish.
9. I reward myself after I accomplish a task.
10. I’ve made an agreement with my family about when I need private time.
11. I often work at the library or other quiet places.
12. It’s easy for me to say no to activities when I’ve got work to do.
13. I use a planner to keep a list of all the work I have to do.
14. I take short breaks regularly when I’m working.
15. I create reminders of what my big dreams are in life.
Compare your score with the following chart:
50-60
40-50
30-40

A superstar among time managers. You should write a book!
You’re quick on the draw!
Only so-so. Why don’t you make the time to read this!

Less than 30 Read on! This is very timely for you!
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Backgrounder

The Spin Cycle of Time
Okay, here’s the situation. You’ve got a number of job applications, and interviews, your life is busy,
and deadlines are approaching. What do you do?
If you’re like some people, you tend to freeze. That is, you tend not to do the work ahead of you.
This is called procrastination—intentionally putting off doing something that should be done now.
This is what happens. We tend to put off work until the last minute, work only under pressure, avoid
job searching, make excuses for not working harder, and feel ashamed of last minute efforts.
Over time, what occurs is a vicious circle. Check this out: The Spin Cycle of Time.

STAGE 1
WORK OVERLOAD

STAGE 4
MORE PUTTING IT OFF

THE
SPIN CYCLE
OF TIME

STAGE 2
PUTTING IT OFF

STAGE 3
POOR PERFORMANCE
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Backgrounder

The Spin Cycle of Time
Do you see why they call it a vicious circle? Because once you get on it,
your workload (and your mental health!) keeps getting worse.
Two factors contribute to this circle:
Stinking Thinking are the thoughts that keep you on the vicious circle.
For example, have you ever caught yourself saying:
I can’t get all of this work done. It’s too much!
I hate writing cover letters! I’ll do it later when I feel more like it!
I can’t start knocking on doors unless I get blah, blah done first.
What are a couple of examples of your stinking thinking?
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
Avoidance behavior:
Have you been guilty of using any of these time busters when you really
have got to get some work done?
Taking a nap even though you’re not really that tired.
Promising yourself to get to your job search, right after this TV show.
Spending time with friends, even though you have an interview
tomorrow.
What avoidance behavior are you guilty of?
Have no fear! Stinking Thinking and avoidance behavior can be changed,
so you can get off the vicious circle. Before we get to that, there’s still some
more things to be said about why we procrastinate.
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Self Sabotage
Shooting Ourselves in The Foot
Think about this situation.
Jane wants to go to the university to study nursing.
She knows she’will have to get good grades in all
her courses, especially her sciences. She’s also
troubled by how often she seems to find herself
getting stuck in her schoolwork, not getting
assignments done, and just briefly studying for tests.
There are two things to consider here. Jane could be procrastinating
because at some level she has a:
Fear of failure: worrying about not doing well or
meeting her dreams.
Fear of success: worrying about increasing her (and
other people’s) expectations of her.
Here’s another factor to consider. Jane may also believe that her school
grades reflect her sense of self. This is scary for her. She may be
protecting herself by procrastinating. This way, if she fails, she can blame
her late start on assignments, rather than her true abilities to do the work.
Psychologists would say that Jane has created a no-lose situation.
Her positive image is protected no matter what her grades are. This
tendency increases as the challenges in our lives become more difficult, as
there’s more doubt whether we can succeed. Unless Jane gets a handle on
this, her tendency to procrastinate may sabotage her dreams of being a
nurse.
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Time Management
MON.

TUES.
Planned

7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00
11.00
noon
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00
11.00
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Actual

WED.
Planned

Actual

THURS
Planned

Actual

FRI.
Planned

SAT.
Actual

Planned

Actual

SUN.
Planned

Actual
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Skill Set
for Time Management
Work Planners
Work planners should be created at the beginning of each week. Simply
write out all the tasks you have on your plate–job applications, background
reading on your career choices, training, interviews, telephone calls,
research at the library and any other job search tasks. Use a planning form
each week and be sure to tick off each item after you complete it.

Live Your Schedule
Once you have a workable schedule put it everywhere. Post it by your desk
at home, on your fridge, and anywhere you can remind yourself of it.
Review how well you’re doing on a regular basis. Don’t come down too
hard on yourself if you aren’t following the plan exactly. If, after a couple of
weeks, you find your plan needs adjustment, revise it accordingly.
Remember, it’s your plan!

Break Your Work Into Chunks
By breaking your large work assignments into manageable chunks, you can
separate the work ahead of you into bite-sized pieces. This way you’ll be
able to sense that you’re making progress and you have a clearer idea of
when the work will be over.

Make Time For Yourself
As we get busy in life we often get shortchanged by not having any time to
just hang out by ourselves. Whether that is reading a book, going for a walk,
or watering the plants, we all need this self-time to reflect on our day and to
energize ourselves for the outside world. Book this time by yourself and
protect this time as you would protect any other commitment.
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Skill Set
for Time Management
Reward Yourself
You may ask yourself: Why should I reward myself? Isn't it like bribery?
Face it: you’re more likely to do things more regularly when you’re
encouraged to do them. This is true for everyone. The secret is that you
can reward yourself.
Create meaningful rewards for yourself after you accomplish each chunk
of your work. This can be anything you enjoy–family time, TV, a nap, etc.
Make an agreement with yourself that if you don’t do the work, you won’t
get the reward. It’s that easy!
Check Out Your Work Style
Even when you don’t have a paying job, you still have a work style that
affects how you work at finding a job. Review the following list of tried
and true work habits. Tick off the ones you’ve been able to incorporate
into your own personal style:
❏ Establish a routine
❏ Have all the tools you need to do the job.
❏ Make an agreement with your family for private time.
❏ Don’t let emails, text messages or phone calls interrupt you.
❏ Learn to say no to people who drain your time.
❏ Create a reminder of your long-term goals.
❏ Take short breaks regularly.
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Skill Set
for Time Management
Overcome Your Fears
The fear of failure (What will happen if I blow this?) and the fear of success
(How is life going to be different for me if I start doing the best I could?) can
be enough to freeze people to inaction.
Spend some time thinking about this if these fears hold you back from
getting things done. Consider talking them through with someone you trust
so you can get a better handle on them.

Monitor Your Self Talk
Your inner monologue–the voice in your head that speaks only to you–is a
surefire way to check out if you are procrastinating. If you’re saying how
much easier your work would be if you push it off until tomorrow you’re in
trouble. This includes daydreaming. Monitor this tendency in yourself and
challenge your thinking when you find yourself guilty.

Lower Your Expectations
You just may find that your tendencies to procrastinate will lessen if you
stop trying to shoot for the highest imaginable performance from yourself.
Often we get spooked trying to go for the top.

Put It In Gear
Make a start on the things you do. Right now! You may find that even the
smallest of starts (e.g., updating your resume) can provide you with
inspiration and energy to start further tasks.
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Lesson Plan

Budgets
Objective:
To give participants professional advice from guest speakers who are
proficient on the topic of personal budgets.
Time: Variable
Materials:
None required.
Instructions:
1. Possible sources of speakers could involve someone from the
Credit Bureau, Credit Counseling Services, the Better Business
Bureau, or a local financial institute.
2. Prior to having the speaker come to the group to speak, instruct
participants to review and complete the following budget planner.
Coach students to prepare questions about their personal finances
beforehand.
3. After the presentation have one of the participants thank the guest
speaker. As well some of the participants could take on the task of
arranging a thank you letter.
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WHAT IS A BUDGET AND
WHY DO WE USE BUDGETS?
Any business needs to know, on an up to date basis, what money
it is earning and spending. Individuala and families also need to
know all the specific details of what money is coming and what it
being spent. The difference between the income and the
expenditures is the amount which can be put towards savings,
investments into future goals, or expenditures such as a vacation
or car.
Without having specific knowledge of where you are in financial
terms today, it is not wise to make future financial commitments.
Those dollars in the chequing account at the end of the month
may seem like extra dollars but without a look at the budget they
may turn out to be needed for that insurance payment or
something else you forgot about.
For the budget to serve as a useful tool, it has to have accurate
information. Some of the numbers will be very specific and fixed
(such as mortgage or rent payments) while others may seem to
jump around and vary from month to month. This may make it
seem difficult to figure out the actual numbers, but you’ll find
that the process of doing the budget actually helps you work these
numbers into a picture of your present status.
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WHAT IS A BUDGET AND
WHY DO WE USE BUDGETS?
Over a period of time a clearer picture will develop of some of
those slippery numbers and in the meantime, you’ll have a
definite idea on how much you’ll be able to allocate in those
slippery areas. You’ll also have a clearer idea as to whether you
can afford to make the payment on that new car you’ve been
eyeing.
As you go along, you’ll have to make appropriate adjustments
to the numbers by multiplying by the appropriate number to
make it an annual amount. If you get paid weekly, multiply it by
52 to get an annual number. Also, work with the most realistic
numbers . If you normally smoke 2 packs of cigarettes per day
but last week you were really good and smoked only 7 packs in
the whole week, go with your regular track record and put down
the 14 packs you normally buy.
On items where you just are not sure how much you spend, say
on clothing, think about fitting the kids out for school, those
winter boots and so on. A guess is okay. By the end, you’ll
know how much you can afford in any area.
So how do you go about doing a budget?
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BUDGET
Budget: Annual Income

Annual Gross Income (money coming in)
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Salary per month _____________x12=

$__________________

EI or assistance income_____________x12=

$__________________

Interest on investments

$__________________

Cash sales from production (crafts, firewood, etc.)

$__________________

Compensation

$__________________

Other income ______________________________

$__________________

Other income ______________________________

$__________________

Other income ______________________________

$__________________

Other income ______________________________

$__________________

Total Gross Income

$__________________

Income Tax and Deductions

$__________________

Net Annual Income

$__________________
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BUDGET
Budget: Annual expenses (money going out)
Housing: mortgage/rent/month

_____________x12=

$__________________

Home/Tenant Insurance/month

_____________x12=

$__________________

Car Insurance/month

_____________x12=

$__________________

Transportation/car loan/month

_____________x12=

$__________________

Vehicle maintenance/month

_____________x12=

$__________________

Loan payments/month

_____________x12=

$__________________

Credit Card payments/month

_____________x12=

$__________________

Food per week

_____________x52=

$__________________

Housing: Hydro/Heat per month

_____________x12=

$__________________

Water per month

_____________x12=

$__________________

Telephone/month

_____________x12=

$__________________

Clothin /month

_____________x12=

$__________________

Entertainment (restaurants, DVD’s) _____________x12=

$__________________

Alcohol per week

_____________x52=

$__________________

Cigarettes per week

_____________x52=

$__________________

Cable per month

_____________x12=

$__________________

Dentist (avg./month)

_____________x12=

$__________________

Medication/Glasses/month

_____________x12=

$__________________

Child Care per month

_____________x12=

$__________________

Miscellaneous/month

_____________x12=

$__________________

Cleaning, snow remova/month

_____________x12=

$__________________

Home repairs/month

_____________x12=

$__________________

Donations, church, charity/month _____________x12=

$__________________

RRSP contribution

$__________________

Taxes

$__________________

Total Expenses

$__________________
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BUDGET
Transfer your figures for Net
spaces below:

Annual Income and Total Annual Expenses to the

Subtract Expenses from Income to determine what you have left for extras,
savings, or new purchases.

Net Annual Income

$_______________________

Total Annual Expenses

$_______________________

What’s Left?

$_______________________

If you want to look at your budget in monthly terms, divide the numbers above by 12.
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BUDGET SMART
CHECKLIST
❒

Get in the habit of getting and keeping receipts for everything,
even small items

❒

Set up a filing system so that you can find receipts, warranties,
guarantees, discount coupons, etc.

❒

Every three months, take a critical look at your budget and
adjust as necessary.

❒

Balance your cheque book against every statement. The banks
often make mistakes.

❒

Monitor hydro and gas consumption and think about ways to
economize whereever you can.

❒

Investigate discount phone services.

❒

Take responsibility for all financial matters. Check everything.

❒

_________________________________________________

❒

_________________________________________________

❒

_________________________________________________

❒

_________________________________________________

❒

_________________________________________________
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